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While public sentiment was against the 
Government cancelling the Sino-Japanese War 
Victory Day as a public holiday, it stirred 
up great controversy about significance of 
the date. Public op inion polls even reveal 
that some youngsters don't care about what 
it signifies but a holiday to enjoy! This 
phenomenon is obviously due to the prosperity 
and political stability which have existed 
since our birth, keeping us inside the 
greenhouse of Hong Kong. 
For your tomorrow, We gave our today. 
Indeed, the fall of Hong Kong in December 
1941 was the darkest moment in its modern 
history. Many soldiers and civilians died 
during the battle. Yet despi te a heroic 
defence, Hong Kong surrendered to the 
Japanese after less than three weeks. Many 
more suffered under three and a half years 
of Japanese occupation which was a painful 
and unforgetable period of the elder 
generation. 
SINOP 
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To forgive is not to forget! 
Maybe it is quite afflictive to recall the 
memory of people who had experienced the 
war and spilled their blood to seal the 
history. However, the survivors are eager 
to pass those e xperiences onto the future 
generation. Although there is ceremony for 
the war veterans every year at the Cenotaph 
in Central, it is only participated by a 
few concerned persons. There is still no 
permanent channel for the general public, 
especially for the contemporary generation, 
to acquire knowledge of their own war 
history. 
The present generation has hardly any idea and knowledge of how the grim 
years of Japanese occupation passed and affected the history and development 
of Hong Kong except through casual mentions by our elders or a silly history 
lesson in the classroom. Even worse, most of them do not care about current affairs 
such as the Japanese Amendment of Textbook, Comfort Women and Mllltarv Notes 
which have been controversial and politically sensitive issues for decades. For 
these reasons, we urge to respond to these issues at this critical period following 
the handover of sovereignty when the national spirit is gradually cultivated. To 
enable the public to obtain a good understanding of the aforesaid subjects, 
it seems that establishing a kind of architectural venue to cope with the 
same would be quite challenging and interesting for a design project. 
IIIRODUCI TtQ:. t:IUt I aft" r'I\,; I utflAl. M::: •• :AM .t:.... .•. : '..1; ':.7 
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001 THESIS STATEMENT 
The design intention of this project is not 
to simply create a kind of repository to 
present the facts passively. This will no 
longer touch the public's heart. The aim of 
this thesis is, however, to explore another 
means of archi tecture which can revitalise and 
reinterpret this special historical event in a 
constructive way. 
Although it is essential to document the 
event, the main objective is through the 
experiences of this tragic episode in Hong 
Kong's past together with certain popular 
military activities so as to explore the 
development potential of those energetic 
generations. Also linkage will be made 
between the strong will of survival during 
the war to issues of our contemporary 
generation such as suicides and the 
insufficient tolerance of hunger, pain, or 
patience for problem-solving. 
Therefore we can actually learn from war in 
a TWOFOLD manner, from a retrospective 
atti tude to a prospective one. 
The architecture would try to travel between 
the RETROSPECT and PROSPECT 
at the same place; 
The architecture would try to enhance 
the MUTUALITY of the GAPPED generations 
at the same time. 
The architecture would be a PARADOX -
it preserves and presents the past~ 
inspires our re-thinking on what we really are~ 
and stimulates our reflections which in turn 
advances our achievement 
in the future. 
The design project 
will probe the TRANSPROGRAMMING 
of leisure (amusement) culture 
and commemorative (museological) restraint 
within a context figured by urban warfare~ 
so as to establish a bilateral channel 
for the gapped generations 
promulgating their thoughts 
based on a specific historical event. 
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002 CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK 
002 . 1 MARRIAGE OF MEl'-DRIAL AND ENTERTAINMENT 
To memori ze through 
entertainment 
The arch i tecture makes the 
v isi tors a ware o f the 
interplay between t he lost 
shad ow of t h e h is t orical 
narratives and the light 
of an anticip ated futu re 
The juxtaposition of the 
past and the future 
influence everyday lives 
in a cons tructi ve and 
enjoyable manner 
The d ilerrnna o f the con temporary a nd t he 
trad itional to be e xpressed 
The integration of the existing and the 
superimposed structures is the key task 
which must be accomplished so that the memory 
of the pas t would become active in the 
present and its ongoing narration 
Transprograrrnning: combining t wo programs , 
regardless of their incompatibili ties , 
together wi th their respectiv e spatial 
configurations 
Such dualities, far from being restrictive, 
suggest unusual possibili ties in which 
disciplines merge and cross-fertilize each 
other 
002.2 JOURNEY ALONG TlME CORRIDOR: FRCM RETROSPECT TO PROSPECT 
An architecture of feeling, a place to be 
remembered, an experience to be shared, a 
new way of thinking to be evolved 
Through the architecture to make the past 
irrnnediate, the present more worthwhile, and 
the future something to be thankful for 
Experience the reality by virtual reality; 
experience the past by the technology of 
tomorrow 
Re - establish the identity of historically 
specific sites 
A "touchable" history - from untouchable 
to touchable 
Translate the even t in an arch i tectu ral wa y 
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002.3 COMMUNITY FOCUS, TOURISM AND SCHOLARSHIP 
The project seeks to create a new place for 
leisure and relaxation, stimulation, 
culture, and urbanity 
The archi tecture must be more than a 
reposi tory for precious objects 
To convey a more vivid impression of what 
happened during wartime 
The heritage structures at the site 
supplemented by the displays in the proposed 
project will allow visitors to experience 
first- hand this important facet of Hong Kong's 
history 
002.4 INVESTIGATING BUILDING ON SLOPE 
Geographically, majority of area in Hong 
Kong is occupied by series of mountains and 
different kinds of landscapes. 
Since the saturation of landuse along the 
bases of hills, it seems that harbour 
reclamatons become a popular way to seek for 
extra lands for new urban deve lopment, leaving 
majority of the hilly areas remain unotuched. 
However, the crisis of over-reclamation 
becomes a controversial issue recently due 
to its negative impact to our urban fabric 
as well as the tourism business. 
Hence, it seems that there is indeed a need 
to investigate building on slope in Hong 
Kong wi th the assistance of contemporary 
construction technology in order to solve 
the land- sicked problem. 
As many of the battlefields in Hong Kong 
are situated at the hilly areas, this project 
will take this opportunity to take advantage 
of such natural site setting so as to test 
the fesibili ty of making new way of 
architecture on slope. 
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003 PROBLEMS & OPPORTUNITIES 






During peace time, many old soldiers will 
re-visit the abandoned battlefields so as 
to memorize their past. They always treat 
such wartime si tes as monuments of war 
history. What they normally perceive is a 
sorrow feeling related to specific war event 
happened at the site. 
On the contrary, many youngsters like to 
visi t that kind of spaces as an instrument 
for playing wargames. The reason they like 
to be there is mainly due to its historical 
background and the surrounding ambience. 
It seems that the same battlefield site can 
attract both the old and young people to 
visit, the difference is that the former is 
trying to acquire memory while the latter 
trying to release energ~ 
a place for memory 
it is not a monument but an instrument 
Interpretation [X] + [V] + ? 
(Design interpretation?) 
While the elder generation have a painful 
feeling of warfare, the contemporary 
generation, however, does not perceive war 
the same as the elderly do. They think war 
is an exci ting game. Shooting others or 
being shoot is indeed fascinating. Such 
deviation of perception on the same topic, 
however, can provide an opportuni ty to 
investigate their co-existence. 
Memorial spaces vs Wargaming fields .... ~. 
Memorial spaces + Wargaming fields = ? 
Wargaming to entertain and self-training 
War Museum to commemorate and rethink 
It seems that no direct relationship between 
the two elements, but when there is a chance 
that both elements co-exist within the same 
area, exciting reactions evolved which is 
unique and cannot be achieved with the lack 
of either party. 
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003.2 SIGNIFICANCE OF WAR MEMORIAL PLACES IN HONG KONG 
The Cenotaph: Sorry, no entry! 
Memorial Shrine at City Hall: 
Non of Your Business! 
Memorial Garden at Sai Kung: 
Too Remote ..... . 
Stanley Cemetery: 
Is it just a Leisure Park? 
Besides the Cenotaph which already stood 
in Central after the First world War, there 
are several significant places in Hong Kong 
devoted to memorize the warfare after the 
Second World War. They include:-
1) City Hall, Memorial Shrine in the Garden 
of Remembrance, Central 
2) Memorial Garden at Wu Kau Tang, Sai Kung 
3) Stanley Cemetery 
The Cenotaph is treated as the most important 
war monument in Hong Kong. Every year there 
is ceremory for the war veterans taking 
place. However, it can be only attended by 
those related persons. No entry is permi tted 
for the general public throughout the year. 
Moreover, the Cenotaph is indeed a shared 
tomb for all the war veterans - there is 
nothing to gain and learn from it. 
The same situation happens at the City Hall, 
Memorial Shrine in the Garden of Remembrance 
which is located nearby the Cenotaph. Few 
people can have a chance to visit the shrine. 
The Memorial Garden at Wu Kau Tang, Sai 
Kung is actually buil t by the Dongj iang 
Column survivors. Although the site location 
has a meaningful reference to their efforts 
during wartime, it is however tooremote for 
the general public to visit. 
Regarding the Stanley Cemetery, it is quite 
interesting to observe that the general 
public always treated it as a leisure park 
rather than a cemetery. They appreciate 
the natural, slient and peaceful environment 
of the place without any fear of the rows 
of headstones. 
Conclusively, there is still no any proper place 
in Hong Kong for the general public to aquire 
knowledge for the local war event while they 
can enjoy a leisure time simultaneously. 
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003.3 GENERATION GAP & YOUTH ISSUES 
Is there really a gap between them? 
What is the life goal of the 
contemporary generation? 
We afraid no war, 
at the same time, 
we appreciate nothing 
from peace. 
Compared with the postwar babyboomers 
(born during 1945-70), the 
contemporary younger generation had 
more educated parents, better living 
conditions, more material supplies, 
and increasing international 
exposure. Many would expected that 
these youths could achieve better 
in school, better proficiency in 
articulation, more philosophical 
thinking concerning the meaning of 
life, and with more self-confidence. 
They carried high expectations from 
their boomer-parents and war-ridden 
grandparents. They were supposed to 
be leaders of the world and to attain 
higher goals than any of the previous 
generations. 
Youth is a critical transition period in 
human development. Youngsters want to search 
for self-identity, explore their own abili ties 
and potential, and hence establish their 
meaning in life. However, due to the 
prosperity of Hong Kong within these few 
decades, the contemporary generation need 
not care about their basic living and hence 
spend most of the time on comfort-seeking. 
Although the parents always tried hard to 
advise them related to the real life goals 
and values, it seems that there is a juncture 
between their ideas due to the social, cultural, 
value and even technological change 0 f the 
wo rId. Con se que n t 1 y , the c omm un i cat ion 
between the two extreme generations - the 
elderly and the youngsters becomes extremely 
limited, no matter within a single family 
or upto the whole community. 
Indeed many elderly are eager to share their 
thoughts and experiences to the contemporary 
youngsters. Interestingly, majority of their 
dialogue will somehow cover their living during 
wartime, as it is the period they experience 
life the most. This lS just what the 
youngsters exactly like to listen. They 
experience no real war. War event for them 
is always liked a dream rather than a fear. 
They do not realize that warfare is indeed 
the most valuable lesson to learn their 
life values, life potentials and tolerance 
to difficul ties. Hence it is helpful if 
adequacy of channels can be provided for 
the elderly to promulgate their feelings 
and thoughts, and hopefully vice-versa. 
EXISTING SI 
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004 BACKGROUND 
004.1 HONG KONG SECOND WORLD WAR HISTORY 
___ ~ ___ ----"'--..:J~ 
Despite an heroic defence, Hong 
Kong surrendered to the Japanese 
after less than three weeks. 
The invading Japanese troops 
parading in formation along 
Central, after they occupied 
Hong Kong. 
Another contemporary painting by a 
Japanese war artist depicting the 
battle raging at Wong Nei Chong Gap. 
Up to thousands of civilians died 
during the Japanese invasion due 
to the cruel ruling and punishment 
systems of the local government. 
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Many British soldiers and 
civilians are forced by the 
Japanese Army into 
different concentration 
camps in Hong Kong. Due 
to the poor environment, 
some of them got sick or 
even died within the 
canlps. 
During the Japanese invasion, 
the serious food shortage made 
many civilians living in hunger 
or even died. 
For those students who had 
chances to study during the 
Japanese invasion, they were 
forced to learn Japanese and 
use Japanese textbooks as 
req uired by the local 
government . 
with the surrender of Japan. 
On August 30, 1945, a royal naval task fleet sailed into Victoria 
Harbour and took over Hong Kong from Japanese troops. 
Three years and eight months after its fall, Hong Kong was 
again under the rule of Britain. 
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004.2 SINO-JAPANESE RELATIONSHIP AFTER THE SECOND WORLD WAR 
The history of present day and the poli tical 
relationship between China and Japan is 
irrevocably bound up with the Second world 
War. 
A Military Note issued during the 
Japanese Invasion. Many old civilians 
haven't get any exchange of such 
money they own for more than ha" a 
century. 
After war, many parties form either China 
and Hong Kong immediately tried to claim 
the Japanese government for compensation. 
However, the Japanese government did not 
take action for any issues such as ~Comfort 
Women" and ~Mili tary Notes", etc. 
Dur i ng the 70s, the Diaoyu Islands Issue ha s 
become a hot topic in Hong Kong which 
moreover deteriorate the Sino-Japanese 
Relationship. Afterwards, Past President 
of China, Mr Deng xiao-peng signed the Sino-
Japanese Peace and Friendship Treaty in 1978 in 
order to re-make a good relationship between 
China and Japan, especially on commercial 
aspect. 
Actually, during the last decades, many 
old war criminals in Japan turned to become 
peace activists and started to speak out 
against Japanese wartime atroci ties. The 
contemporary genera tion of Japan hence 
gradually understood what the Japanese Army 
really did during the Second World War. 
Even some Japanese will form organizations 
helping the Chinese 
war victims to claim 
War apol9gy agreement with Tokyo for damages. 
WIll Y wO·LAP lAM 
in Tokyo and Agencies 
Beijing and TOk-Y-O-Ia-s-t -ni-gh-t -
reached an eleventh-hour agree-
ment on the wordingofan apolo-
gy thot Japanese authorities will 
deliver for wartime atrocities, 
Chin~se and Japanese sources 
Sdid the joint statement to be is-
sued nfter the summit tomorrow 
between Pres ident J iang Zemin 
and I'rime Minister Keizo Obu-
chi would put the emphasis on a 
comprehensive partnership "for 
the 2 1st century", 
Yesterday, Foreign Minister 
Tang Jia.uan and his Japanese 
counterpart, Masahiko Komura, 
held marathon sessions on the 
wording of the statement. 
"The Japanese side would 
only repeat what lformer pre-
m'erTomiichil Murayama said 
in 1995, when he expressed 
'deep remorse and a heartfelt 
apology ' to the Asian people for 
wartime atrocities," a source 
said , 
"The Chinese want the apolo-
gy to be expressed in stronger 
language - such as 'deep atone-
ment for grave sins' - and that it 
. be directed specifically at the 
Chinese people," 
The compromise reached last 
night was thAt Tokyo would 
largely fo llow the Murayama 
formula in · the written commu-
nlqm:, hut accummodatt! s.nmt! 
of Beijing's additional requ ests 
in statements to be made by Mr 
Obuchi during summit discus-
sions, One example cited by dip-
lomatic sources was the written 
communique would emphasise 
"deep remorse" and the oral 
statement would mention 
"atonement for grave sin s". 
Beijing made a compromise 
of its own by acquiescing over 
Tokyo's refusal 10 'l1\t:nrinn the 
"three nos" - non-recognition of 
Taiwan independence; no 10 onc 
China, one ,Taiwan; and no sup-
port for Taiwan's membership 
of organisations of sovereign 
states - in the communique, 
However, it is likely Mr Obu-
chi will make reference to some 
e1ements':uf the "t hree nos" 
stane .. in D)-a! statements, 
Diplomatic sources said both 
sides were anxious their talks be 
geared towards formulating a 
frame of reference for closer c0-
operation in th~ next century, 
The main thrust of the join t 
statement will be on political, 
economic arid technological co- ' 
operation in the new millenni-
um, as well as joint etTorts to . 
tackle global problems such as 
nuclear proliferation and envi-
ronmental pollution, 
In a statement to be released 
on bisarrival in Tokyo this afier-
noon, Mr Jiang urges that both 
sides "seriously come to a con· 
elusion on the -historical ",peri-
enee of Sino-J apanese rda-
tions", 
Jiang praise - Page 8 
In 1998, Japanese 
Foreign Minister 
Masahiko Komura said 
Japan was likely to 
apologise to China 
for its wartime 
actions when China 
President Jiang Zemin 
visits Japan. 
At the end of 1998, during the visit of Mr 
Jiang to Tokyo, Japanese government will 
issue a statement wi th China about its 
wartime aggression, including a formal apology_ 
Such apology will not only deepen friendly 
relations among the two countries but also 
build a new perspective of the Sino-Japanese 
Relationship that can contribute to the 
international communi ty. Thereafter, the 
war history between the two countries will 
be no longer a hidden topic but a lesson to 
be learnt by the future generations. 
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004.3 WAR STUDIES IN HONG KONG 
The contemporary generation is sometimes called as the New Generation - they 
are born in a world where resources are always unlimited. No one has to face any 
difficulties which happened during wartime. How they acquire the image of war-
fare is merely by watching TV or cartoons. So they indeed have certain degree of 
curiosity of real war event. 
One of the best-selling book in 
Hong Kong related to local war 
history 
In Hong Kong, due to its specific historical 
background, the local war event seemed t o 
become a quite interesting t opic. Several 
years ago, the Hong Kong Studies was added to 
be a new subject of the Hong Kong A-Level 
Ex amination. Feedback obtained fr om the 
students revealed that among the wh o le 
history of Hong Kong, the most interesting 
topic they found was the Ho ng Kong Second 
World War history. The reason was that they 
thought history was the consequence of warfare. 
Also the relati onship between China, Japan, 
Britain and Hong Ko ng itself during wartime 
was one of the most attracti ons. 
Maybe due to the recent handover o f Hong 
Kong, the general public start t o learn 
more about their own past. Books related t o 
the Hong Kong history, especially tho se 
related to the Japanese invasion, are recentl y 
become one of the best-selling types. One 
surprising figure showing that there is a 
b oo k illustrating the picto rial history o f 
Hong Kong In the Second World War which has 
sold more than 12,000 copies. It can somehow 
reflect the tendency o f the general public 
to acquire kn o wledge o f the local war 
histo ry. 
The local gov ernment als o starts t o have a 
clear attitude towards our own war histo r y . 
Recently, during the 50th Anniversity o f 
the Sino-Japanese War Victory Day, the Ho ng 
Kong government conducted the Oral History 
Project which was intended to record all the 
oral descriptions of the l ocal war survivors 
regarding their e xperiences as well as 
feelings. Although the pro ject was still 
in progress, it was proposed that the final 
record can be issued as one kind of important 
reference for research and educational uses. 
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004 . 4 BACKGROUND OF MILITARY TRAINING 
WARGAMING is a kind of acti vi ty resembling 
the environment and ambience of the warlare 
during real wartime. During the game, every 
participant will dress in uniform and armed 
with air-shoot gun. They will then apply 
different military strategies or tactics, 
to exert the attack to enemies 
or fulfil a difficul t rescue 
task. 
For this reason, whether a team 
can success will extremely 
depend on the co-operation of 
the members together with the 
ability of the leaders. As there 
is no time during the battle 
for a member to plan, he is 
indeed challenging and integrating his own 
intellegence, physical fi ttness and time 
to achieve the goal. So war games are not 
just an exciting and funny games, but also 
provide an excellent training for individual 
thinking and leadership. 
Previously military training, especially wargaming, presented a relatively negative 
image to the general public as they directly relate such activities with the cruel 
warfare. However, there are indeed many advantages during the games. The 
only concern is the maintenance of its safety. 
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004 . 5 MILITARY TRAINING IN HONG KONG 
Military training is one of the popular 
entertainment in Hong Kong during this few 
years. It not only attracts the youngsters 
who really want to get fun but also the 
working groups who like to learn lessons from 
the games. 
Grow in such prosperous years in Hong Kong, 
the contemporary youngsters are so-called 
"the new generation" who always long for the 
unlimited bodily comforts on different aspects 
- a kind of materialism. Mili tary training is 
particularly set up in response to their 
cultures during their growing years. 
A Trip 01 Dream 
, Due to many environmental restrictions 
t during the growth of youngsters, it is not 
easy to totally satisfy their needs. They 
are dreaming of having a chance so as to re-
define and express themselves. The environment 
and ambience of military training, together 
with team spirit, discipline training, 
uniform dressing of 
the games, provide a 
good channel for them 
to realize their 
dream. 
Luxurv is nol a Musl 
There lS always a 
preconception for the 
con t e m p 0 r a r y 
generation that lUXUry 
is a must since their 
birth. As they 
experience no war, 
they have no such ideas 
about poverty and 
hunger. It is just too easy for them to 
acquire what they need from their parents. 
Hence 1 uxury, waste and weakness become 
their images. The uneasy aspects of military 
training make them treasure what they already 
possess and start to appreciate what others 
do for them. 
To be anolher kind of classroom 
At the environment for military training, 
people are forced to a situation without 
any external help. They have to be self-
motivate in order to achieve the goal. Such 
environment, when compared with the normal 
schooling, is indeed another kind of learning 
space full of innovation and dynamism. 
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a) Military Training 
military salute, marching, physical 
fitness exercises, wargaming 
b) Wild Training 
hiking, night-walking, rock climbing, 
way finding, treasure hunt, camp cooking 
c) Individual & Group 
Challenge 
camping, swimming, command task 
d) Interest Activities 
camp fire, natural project, wild 
ga mes for groups 
e) Static Learning 
silent thinking at dawn, logbook 
making, group discussion, evaluation 
Calalvsllor personal growlh 
Information technology of 
the computer and 
cyberspace provided a 
virtual communi ty for 
"connections" among the 
youth without filling in 
the face-to-face intimacy. It 
makes them always stay in 
their world of ego.In the 
training, however, different arrangement 
of team activities give them a chance to 
co-operate wi th others and re-define 
themsel ves again within a group. 
Game 01 Dealh 
One of the reason why the youngsters commit 
suicides very easily is due to their weak 
tolerance and ability of facing and solving 
a problem. Military training make use of 
experimental learning to let them work out such 
issues. Also sensible choice together with 
the responsibili ty to oneself contribute 
other important topics during the training. 
Prospecl 
The immediate social environment of radical 
change of Hong Kong during these few years 
catalyze the youth issues which become more 
and more serious that many social workers 
find them difficul t to cope wi th. The 
existence of military training bring the 
si tuation from passive to a more active 
situation. Many youth centers are indeed 
using similar programs to tackle with the 
youth issues. Even some secondary schools 
up to universities always organize such 
kind of functions to train their students. 
Recently some youth centres in Hong Kong organized a series of programs in 
which large team of youngsters have to make an adventure trip along the route 
from where the Japanese Army attacked Hong Kong during wartime. Throughout 
the trip they would pass-by series of battlefield sites and explore them. Also certain 
kinds of military training together with wargaming are integrated with the programs. 
IT IS NOT JUST A GAME ..... . 
Very good feedbacks are received from the candidates at the end of the programs. 
Indeed, after the handover of Hong Kong, the youngsters start to realize the 
importance of their own past. However, due to the lack of resources, they can only 
have a very rough image of many parts of Hong Kong history, including the war 
event. They thought that such kind of battlefield-trip is not only a very challenging 
and exciting entertainment but also an active lesson to let them learn the past, re-
think their present and seek for their future. 
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005 PHYSICAL CONDITIONS 
005.1 FORTIFICATIONS AS ARCHITECTURAL INTEREST 
From earliest times man has learnt to protect himself by artificial means. Unlike 
other animals which depend upon the slow evolution of natural protective devices, 
he has learnt to clothe his naked body, to warm himself by fire, to protect himself 
with weapons and secure himself and his possessions with an artificial protective 
screen which may be termed MILITARY or FORTIFING ARCHITECTURE. 
Harlech castle, showing the arcs 
of fire available to the defending 
crossbowmen. 
One of the fascinations of fortifying 
architecture lies in its integrity with 
the natural site setting. 
The main fascination of military E3 architecture lies in its hones~. 
It is essentially functional 
architecture - it has always had 
to be. For its efficient function 
it required an integrity of plan 
and section, the use of 
appropriate first rate materials 
and craftsmanship, and the 
strongest and most resistant forms 
of construction. Its fascination 
also lies in its sculptural quali~. A 
thorough engineer sees his 
fortress completely modelled on 
a plateau, a hill, a plain, or a 
rock, just as a sculptor sees his statue in 
a block of marble; nay, more, he also makes 
the best of nature's resources. 
Equally one can say that its fascination 
lies in its very changing nature. Regarding to 
its users, a fortification does not afford 
to men of ordinary capacity the convenience 
of the application of certain fixed rules, 
but demands at every moment the natural and 
improved part of a lofty geni us. Not subj ect 
to caprice or fashion, it has changed of 
necessity and has been forced to change in 
order to survive. It is indeed an art with 
few vagaries. 
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The fortress seemed to be ignored by mainstream 
architectural historians. One explanation 
for this is that architects no longer build 
fortresses during peace time. However, the 
fortress is of all buildings the one that 
most obviously embodies political power and 
social control, which were radically transformed 
during any wartime. 
CHARM OF THE BATTLEFIELDS ..... . 
they are testaments of our history; 
they are geographically superior; 
they are environmentally wonderful; 
they are being dis-used, re-used, or even mis-used; 
they are now having no identity, but 
they are indeed the assets of our community; 
they are the BATTLEFIELDS. 
005.2 USAGES OF FORTIFICATIONS AT PEACE TIME 
Stanley Fort is now converted into a 
satellite ground station. 
For the first half of the Millennium the 
main form of fortification was the castle. 
Such structures are now regarded as romantic 
and picturesque, expensively maintained by 
heri tage bodies and much 
visi ted by the public. In the 
early sixteenth century, 
castles were supplemented or 
replaced by artillery fortification. 
Many of these structures have 
become city parks for people 
to appreciate the heri tage 
as well as having leisure 
time. Sometimes for those 
batteries si tuated at good 
geographic locations, they 
will be converted into 
different kinds of 
communication facilities for 
either national security uses or private 
development. For those which are 
historically significant, they will be 
mod i fie din to museums for bet t e r 
preservation. 
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005 . 3 FORTIFICATIONS IN HONG KONG DURING THE SECOND WORID WAR 
The years leading up to the outbreak of war with Japan during the Second World 
War saw considerable preparations being made for Hong Kong defence. Batteries, 
redoubts, bunkers and pill-boxes were built over a wide area. Among them, there 
are more or less 15 of the most significant battlefield sites still remained, some 
even lie within the urban districts. 
Underground tunnels at the Shing 
Mun Redoubt. 
Redoubt at the summit 
of the Devil's Peak. 
Being a cri tical part 
of the Gin Drinkers Line 
which extended across 
the hills to the north 
of the Kowloon 
Peninsula, the ShingMun 
Redoubt stood nearby 
the Jubilee (Shing Mun) 
Reservoir at Tsuen Wan 
and was responsible to 
guard the most 
vulnerable land route 
from the New 
Territories to Kowloon. 
Situated at the eastern 
side of the Kowloon 
Peninsula, the Stonecutter Island acted as a 
naval island to look after the western 
entrance of the victoria Harbour-Kap Shui 
Mun. Another notable fort in Kowloon was 
si tuated on the Devil Peak at Yau Tong, 
defensing the northern side of Lyemun Strait 
from coastal attack. It was also made to 
establish the headquarters of Eastern Fire 
Command. 
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Sai Wan Battery as it appears today_ 
Pill-box at the D'Aguilar Peninsula. 
As majority of the government 
offices and commercial buildings 
were located on the Hong Kong 
Island, in the second half of the 
1930s the Committee of the Imperial 
Defence in london reached a 
decision that the Hong Kong Island 
would be the main locus of defence 
in the event of war. As a result, it 
can be easily observed that 
relatively more military installations were built 
at the Island for defence purposes before the 
outbreak of war. 
Located in the immediate vicinity of the 
Devil Peak, the fortress at Lyemun nearby the 
present Shau Kei Wan was used to guard the 
eastern entrance of the victoria Harbour. 
Also the Pak Sha Wan Battery and the Sai Wan 
Battery located at the surrounding hi lls 
served the same function. Regarding to the 
defence of the southern section of the Island 
the Bokhara Battery and D Aguilar Battery were 
built along the southern tip of the D'Aguilar 
Peninsula in order to prevent the possible 
naval or aerial attacks from the South China 
Sea. Fort and batteries at the Stanley Peninsula 
and Chung Hom Kok were also constructed to 
assist in strengthening the defence of the 
southern side of the Island. Series of 
bunkers and pill-boxes were buil t among 
the Wong Nei Chong Gap at Happy Valley for 
the defence of the major urban area at the 
northern shore of the Hong Kong Island. At 
the western edge of the Island located the 
Mount Davis and Jubilee Batteries together wi th 
the headquarters of Western Fire Command. They 
were all responsible for the defence of the 
entire West Lamma Channel e x tended to the 
Lamma Island. 
The Lyemun Redoubt. 
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005.4 RATIONALES OF SITE SELECTION 
Historicallv Significance vs 
Contemporarv Attractiveness 
Medium Remoteness vs 
Reasonable Accessibilitv 
Flexibilitv of Site Extent 
To select a sui table si te which will be 
capable to reconcile such contradictory 
demands of memorial and entertainment 
functions, several major selection criteria 
were set up:-
It should be a bonus if there is already 
some preserved wartime traces at the si te 
which can raise people's memories and 
thoughts. However, it should also be a place 
where contemporary generation will eager 
to go or even stay longer. 
The si te should provide a silent and peaceful 
environment for users to memorize the past 
and re-think their present. Also such kind of 
spaces will be ideal for military games for 
public safety reasons. However, the site 
cannot be too far from the urban fabric as 
it will obviously disencourage its patronage. 
So it should be a place wi th medium degree 
of remoteness wh i 1 e a reasonable public 
accessibility can be maintained. 
To provide a kind of transprogramming for 
both indoor and outdoor acti vi ties, the 
development potential of the site should 
be as flexible as it can be wi th minimum 
restriction exerted by the surrounding urban 
fabric. 
Finally the design attempts to be established at two abandoned wartime 
battlefields, the MOUNT DAVIS and JUBILEE BATTERIES on 
Mount Davis which is located at the outskirt of Kennedy Town in the Western 
District of the Hong Kong Island. The basic intention is to transform the existing 
historical ruins of the fortifications, together with some superimposed structures, 
into a place where different emotional experi ences can be shared. Such 
integration will create a more harmonious and meaningful place for the whole 
community. 
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005.5 SITE CHARACTERS 
Urban comext 
An aerial photo of the edge 
of Kennedy Town. Green Isalnds 
together with the Mount Davis 
can be identified easily. 
The Mount Davis is si tuated at the western 
edge of the Hong Kong Island. Located at 
the outskirt of the Kennedy town at West 
Point, the mountain geographically separated 
the Western District from Pok Fu Lam. 
While one of the proposed battlefield sites 
is located on the summi t of the Mount Davis, 
another one si tuated at the base of the 
mountain which lS touching the Sulphur 
Channel. Not so far from the waterfront one 
can also found the presence of the Green 
Islands. 
Aerial view of the whole Mount Davis with neighboring context. 
An old photo of an aerial raid on Mount Davis 
taken by the Japanese on the 16th December 1941. 
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Luxury houses along 
the Mount Davis Road 
Among the northern base of the Mount Davis 
located several old public housing estates 
such as the Kwun lung Lau and Sai Wan Estate. 
There is also a cottage area called Kung 
Man Tsuen si tuated nearby. 
Among the southern base, there are two 
cemeteries located nearby the Pok Fu Lam 
Road - the Chiu Yuen Cemetery and the Chinese 
Christian Cemetery. When coming across the 
neighboring area, it can be observed that 
series of luxury houses are sitting alongside 
the two main traffic routes at that area -
the Victoria Road and the Mount Davis Road which 
nearly tie along the base of the whole 
mountain. 
At the hillside of the 
Mount Davis there is 
also a service reservoir 
supplying water for the 
surrounding area. It 
also support the 
running of the youth 
hostel which is located 
directly beside the 
Mount Davis Batteries 
at the summit. 
Victoria Road 




Moving the gun up to Mount Davis 
early this century. 
~ ..... " -~. . '- '\ ... 
Practising the firing angles of the 
gun emplacements. 
The guns at Mount Davis taken 
shortly before the war, surrounded 
by camouflage and barbed wire. 
Mount Oavis Batteries 
At the turn of the century Mount 
Davis was selected as the si te 
for a new battery comprising five 
9.2 inch guns. Compared to Lyemun, 
where the eastern approach to 
victoria Harbour was a mere 500 
yards wide, the western sealane was 
much wider - 3600 yards - which 
was the reason why such heavy 
artillery was needed to safeguard 
it. 
The most distinguishing 
characteristic of the battery on 
Mount Davis was that no matter what the 
circumstance were, of its five guns at least 
four would be able to fire on a given point 
at anyone time. Amongst these five guns 
the si ting of those four located on the 
upper levels was determined without much 
difficulty. Nevertheless, the site of the 
one in the lower level was only decided 
upon when construction of the others were 
almost completed. The whole battery was 
completed in 1912. Shortly afterwards, the 
military selected a site near the summit of 
Mount Davis as the headquarters of the 
Western Fire Command. 
Shortly after the Japanese commenced their 
attack on the batteries, then chiefly manned 
by the 24th coast Battery of the 12th Coast 
Regiment, Royal Artillery, were ordered to 
destroy a number of strategic points, on 
the mainland as part of a delaying action. 
These included the bridge at Brothers Point 
on the Castle Peak road near Tai Lam. After 
its loss to the Japanese on the night of 
the 9/10th December, 1941 three guns from 
Stonecutter's Island and another gun from 
the batteries on mount Davis were ordered 
to fire upon the Shing Mun Redoubt. From 
the 11th onwards the batteries themselves 
came under heavy and sustained attack from 
both the Army on the mainland and Japanese 
Bombers. One gun located on the upper level 
was destroyed under such situation on the 
13th. On the following day another anti-
aircraft position was also hit, resulting 
in the death of nine gunners. Nevertheless, 
one shell which landed directly on the 
battery command post proved to be a dud and 
did not explode, saving the lives of 
approximately sixty soldiers within it. 
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On the 15th the batteries were attacked by 
Japanese planes, an event which was repeated 
the next day. On the 16th a combined force 
of sixty-two bombers from the Japanese Army 
and Navy were ordered from the Philippine 
islands to assist in the offensive. Mount 
Davis and a number of other targets near 
Aberdeen came under continuous airborne 
attack. The battery plotting room was 
destroyed during the raid. On the same night, 
artillery fire was also brought to bear. 
The defenders were ordered to destroy all 
remaining armament and equipment. This was 
completed shortly before Hong Kong 
capitulated. 
Jubliee Banerv 
The construction of the Jubliee Battery 
was authorised in the second half of the 
1930s as part of the re-organisation of Hong 
Kong defences. This extra planning was aimed 
at dealing wi th the si tuation that might 
occur if the defence on the mainland 
were overcome, and retirement to the 
Island of Hong Kong took place. " 
As part of the Western Fire Command, the 
Battery comprised three 6-inch guns which 
were installed in 1938. The whole battery 
was completed by March 1939. 
The Battery was manned by 26th Coast Battery, 
12th Coast Regiment, Royal Artillery at 
the outbreak of hostili ties. The only 
recorded action of the Battery took place 
on the 11th December 1941, when artillery 
fire from both Jubilee Battery and Aberdeen 
Battery was directed against the Japanese 
who were attempting to land 
on Lamma Island. The 
battery was finally blown 
up under orders by its 
own personnel on the 25th 
December, just before Hong 
Kong's surrender. 
Ruins of the Jubilee Batteries 
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Existing Site Uses 
Ruins of the Western Fire Command 
Tunnel across the earth for 
effective circulation 
Ruins of the bunkers 
The upper part of the proposed site covers 
the Mount Davis Batteries which were basically 
abandoned and marked as ruins by the 
government. Sometimes, especially during 
weekends, there will be groups of youngsters 
playing wargames at the summit where the 
ruins of the Western Fire Command 
headquarters together with a small country 
park comprising a grass plain, a pavilion, 
a small playground and a BBQ area can be 
found. 
BBQ Area at the summit of 
the Mount Davis 
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Ma Wui Hall Youth Hostel 
Wireless Transmitting Station 
Due to the geographical advantage, there 
are also 2 Wireless Transmitting Stations, an 
Ionospheric Station together wi th several masts 
distributed around the summi t, serving 
certain technical functions for ei ther 
electrici ty supply or tele-communication 
purposes. 
Located right below the fort, there is an 
existing youth hostel Ma Wui Hall, buil t in 
the mid-70s by the Hong Kong Youth Hostels 
Association, accommodating many foreign 
visitors throughout the year. 
Extending to downhill, the lower part of 
the si te covers the Jubilee Battery which is 
spread out around the slope at the base of 
the Mount Davis. As the area is currently 
heavily overgrown, no obvious acti vi ties 
can be traced except several elderly fishing 
alongside the flat-
rocked waterfront. 
However, at the 
northern part of the 
battery, there is a 
wooden platform 
together with a small 
pier constructed for 
the expeienced 
swimmers, usually the 
elderly, to go 
swimming at the sea. 
Swimming pier nearby the 
Jubilee Battery 
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Symbolism 
Historical Significance 
Vehicular & Pedesttian Circulation 
Possible Site Extent 
View 
The juxtaposition of the old mili tary features 
and the modernly-buil t hostel symbolizes 
the possible co-existence of the past history 
(retrospective) and the future lives 
(prospective) at the same place. It hence 
ensures the development potential of the 
si te to serve both local residents and 
international visi tors i. e. Locality vs 
Internationality. 
Being an important mili tary base of the 
Western Line o f Defence during the Second 
World War in Hong Kong, the proposed site 
came under heavy and sustained attack from 
both the Army on the mainland and the 
Japanese bombers, resulting in the death 
of several gunners. The battlefields there 
are really the valuable testaments to this 
page of our own history. 
Besides some undefined footpaths for hikers, 
the Mount Davis Path is currently the only 
obvious vehicular and pedestrian route 
leading from downhill to hilltop. 
The proposed site area actually covers the 
entire hillside of Mount Davis where only 
few existing buildings stood at the hill-
base. Al though it is zoned as the Green 
Belt area by the Lands Department, it is 
indeed very flexible to be e x tended for 
possible future development under the Section 
16 application for modification of land-use. 
Located at the western entrance of the 
Victoria Harbour, the site also enjoys a 
marvelous panoramic view over both the West 
Lamma Channel and the Victoria Harbour. The new 
spectacular Tsing Ma Bridge can also be 
seen on clear days. Charming 
night-view to the down-town 
is the best comment by the 
hostellers. 
Panoramic view among the harbour 








The summi t of the Mount Davis can be 
currently reached by ei ther directly taking 
the hostel shutter bus at Sheung Wan, or taking 
a bus from Central which pass along the 
victoria Road and then walking up the Mount 
Davis Path for an approximately 35- minutes 
journey uphill. Contrasting wi th other 
similar forts, batteries at Mount Davis 
offers easy access from the urban area in 
Kennedy Town. It can also be readily 
connected to the future integrated transportation 
ne~ork of the Western District. 
Although the Mount Davis is situated at the 
outskirt of the metropolitan Hong Kong city 
fabric, such intermediate but reasonable 
remoteness makes the proposed si te an ideal 
place for urbani ty to relieve themselves 
from tense city pace in order to refresh 
their thoughts. 
The site is basically located on the slope 
topography of Mount Davis. It hence suggests 
the opportunity of creating different level 
changes within the design among the natural 
site setting. 
Due to its closeness to the Kennedy Town, 
the site has a good potential for water and 
electricity supplies, as well as drainage 
and sewage connections. The existing Mount 
Davis Service Reservoir can also serve for the 
same purpose. 
Being one of the main routes connecting the 
Western District to the Southern District, 
the Victoria Road is running right along the 
base of the Mount Davis which immediately 
divides the proposed site into two parts. 
It imposes a quite significant physical 
barrier affecting the coherance of the two 
battlefields. 
The setting, created by the juxtaposition of ne,,, and old, man-made and natural, 
not only calls for a reminiscence of our history and provides an environment 
for one to meditate, experience, commemorate and contemplate, but also to 
re-evaluate the meaning of life and succeed the spirit of the past. 
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005 . 6 CODES & FUTURE MASTER PLANNING 
OUUine Zoning Plan 
Fumre Developmen~ Proposed 
Green Island ReclamaUon 
Current and proposed medium and 
longer term reclamation projects 
Under the latest landuse zoning from the 
Planning Department of the government ( OZP 
No. S/Hl/6 ), portion of the proposed building 
site is zoned as Government / Institution / 
Community uses while the remaining as Green 
Belt use. Uses that would be permi tted include 
Place of recreation, Sports or Culture, Garden 
of Remembrance, Holiday Camp, tent Camping 
Site, Place of Public Entertainment, Private 
club, Restaurant, etc. Therefore basically 
the proposed program will be permitted. 
The proposed Green Island reclamation (GIR) is 
one of the strategic development projects 
in the territory proposed to meet forecast 
development needs and provide for further 
growth in the 1990s and beyond. According to 
preliminary studies, the proposed reclamation 
has an area of about 186ha and might 
accommodate housing developments for about 
115,000 persons together with the necessary 
G/IC facili ties, open spaces, and other 
waterfront areas. The reclamation area could 
also provide opportunities for additional G/ 
IC and open-space facilities to alleviate 
the current shortfall in Kennedy Town. 
The reclamation will be implemented in 
stages. The Stage I Reclamation and Reprovisioning 
of Waterfront Facilities, which was scheduled to 
commence in 1997 for completion in about 
2000, will form a development site of 29 ha 
by reclaiming the eastern part of Green Island 
development area. The other phases for the 
Green Island reclamation will be implemented 
as follows: reclamation by public dumping 
commenced in late 1995 for completion in 
2003; the remaining reclamation and provision 
of infrastructure are scheduled to commence 
in 2001 for completion in 2008. 
Schematic illustration of the future 
Green Island Reclamation 
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006 CLIENT PROFILES 
Due to the multi-discipline programs assigned by the project, a client group 
comprising three different organizations will be formed of which each party 
will be responsible to cope with certain specific activities and manage 
the corresponding facilities provided by the design. The client group 
includes:-
The Chinese Alliance for 
Commemoration of the Sino-
Japanese War Victims 
~te~~8~.J6IJI&*-" 
The Chinese Alliance for Commemoration 
of the Sino-Japanese W fir VJCt:ims 
It is a Hong Kong based organization founded 
in 1988. Its goal is to unite Chinese around 
the world as well as peace-loving people 
regardless of their nationalities. It 
collects material and research on the 
suffering, causality, and losses of Chinese 
people incurred by the Sino-Japanese War 
(1931-45), investigates war crimes, and raises 
public awareness of Japanese militarism. 
Mission: 
• to encourage research on the history of 
Sino-Japanese relations, including 
aspects of politics, economy, foreign 
policies, and defense, so as to preserve 
the history of Japan's invasion of China 
• to organize commemorative activities in the 
form of seminars, movies, exhibitions, 
etc. to raise the level of awareness of 
the possible revival of militarism 
• to collect information and research on the 
atrocities enacted on Chinese citizens 
by the Japanese military during the Sino-
Japanese War, and support war victims 
in seeking compensation by means of legal 
action 
The Chinese Alliance for Commemoration of 
the Sino-Japanese War Victims will manage 
all the facilities related to the 
introduction of Sino-Japanese War History 
including general exhibition spaces and 
research library. It will also act as a 
local representative to organize 
international conference for current global 
affairs, particularly on the Sino-Japanese 
relationship. 
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It is a non-profit making, non-political, 
non-religious as well as a do-it-yourself 
organization. It was incorporated on the 
11 th September 1973 as the resul t of a 
dedicated group of volunteers. The 
association is managed by an executive 
committee of Hong Kong people. 
I ts main obj ecti ve is to help all, but 
especially young people, to know, love and 
care for the countryside and places of 
interest; and to promote their heal th, 
recrea tion, and education by providing 
simple hostel accommodation for them in 
their travels in Hong Kong and abroad. 
Communications between the international 
hostellers and the local users are also 
highly encouraged. 
Recently one of the hostels of the Hong 
Kong Youth Hostels Assocation, the Ma Wui 
Hall built on the summit of the Mount Davis 
in Kennedy Town, is under re-development 
which will include new extensions of hostel 
buildings so as to fulfil the foreseeable 
expansion of number of hostellers. 
That hostel is indeed situated within the 
boundary of the proposed si te of this 
proj ect. Hence, redevelopment of the hostel 
would be part of the design work and the 
Hong Kong Youth Hostels Association will 
continue to manage the hostel serving the 
international travelers as well as the 
visitors of the proposed project. 
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Hong Kong War Game Union The Hong Kong War Game Union is a party of 
the Outdoor Adventures Training Center. Founded 
in November 1992, the union was one of the 
few organizations in Hong Kong with legal 
license for developing wargaming. By making 
uses of the skills and expertise of 
professional trainers, different kinds of 
war games and military training were set up 
so as to satisfy the demands of various 
kinds of participants range from the general 
public, commercial groups to experienced 
buffs. The personnel management technique of 
the formal disciplined army are sometimes 
captured within several activities to serve 
the commercial groups. The Union actually 
provides a channel for training so as to 
make candidates get a better self-confidence 
and ability to face the future challenge. 
After the games, participants will realize 
the importance of team co-operation, self-
confidence, adaptability, responsibility, 
risk-tackling, time management, and 
leadership. 
Experimental Learning ( base) + Military Training ( device) 
= Development of Self-Potential 
In order to achieve the goal, the union 
makes use of a private land of above 3,000,000 
square feet to be a field training center -
Outdoor Adventure Training Center (OTAC). 
Due to the concentration of different natural 
environments, management and support for 
the activities become very effective, so 
that every participant can play under a 
safety circumstance. 
Scope of the course: 
Gun operation and related safety rules 
Rules of war game 
Basic skill of war game - to find personal 
defence point 
Battlefield patrolling (encounter attack) 
Depot defence (attack and defence warfare) 
Close Quarter Battle (CQB) apartments 
Hence in the new development, the Hong Kong 
War Game Union will act as a specialis t 
taking in charge of all the mili tary 
acti vi ties as provided by the design program. 
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007 PROPOSED USER GROUPS 
This proposed development is a public 
facili ty instead of a private memorial place. 
In this case, the client is different from 
the real users. Besides the staffs running 
different kinds of facilities, major end 
users of the whole development are the General 
Public. 
Due to the specific site setting as well as 
provision of transprogramming wi thin the 
project, various kinds of user groups are 
expected to be attracted for visitng the 
development as follows:-
Tourists 
For there is an existing youth hostel 
situated at the summit of the Mount Davis, 
many foreigners will be already familiar 
with the site for its fantastic environment. 
It is expected that increasing number of 
tourists will visit the site in future after 
the introduction of new design development. 
School Parties -Organized Tours 
Activity teaching approach is gradually welcomed 
by the students. Many schools like to organize 
certain field-trips so as to let the students 
learn the specific topics in a more interesting 
way. Scope of the proposed development can 
really act as another kind of classroom for 
students acquiring knowledge of their own 
war event. 
Domestic Holidav-Makers 
Equipped with adequate accommodation and 
varies recreational facilities, the new development 
can provide a good environment for the 
domestic holiday-makers to enjoy some leisure 
time. 
Ex-Servicemen 
There are some local or even foreign ex-
servicemen who become battlefield buffs after 
war and have strong enthusiasm on 
investigating and exploring the traces of 
wartime sites all over the world. The 
proposed development can fully satisfy them 
on this aspect. 
International Conference Visitors 
Due to the fundamental content of the 
proposed program, some international conferences 
can also be held wi thin the development 
discussing current global affairs, including 
those related to the Sino-JapaneseRelationship. 
FUTURE SI 
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008 MISSION & DESIGN APPROACHES 
008.1 ~SSION STATEMENT 
To create a lesiure as well as a commemorative environment so as to arouse 
visitors' interest in re-experiencing a specific war event through the provision of 
transprogramming that would establish a bilateral channel for the gapped 
generations promulgating their thoughts respectively. 
008.2 DESIGN APPROACHES War 
• to remind, educate and arouse awareness 
of the public to the hydra of war 
• to deliver peace message 
• to commemorate and contemplate 
• to resist the erasure of history 
Social 
• to bridge the gapped generations: 
Generational Nexus 
• to make people re-evaluate their life-
values 
• to arouse self-righteousness and self-identity 
of the contemporary generation 
• to evol ve new ways of thinking and 
perspective to the future life through 
interaction of people wi th different 
generations, backgrounds, cultures and 
nationalities 
Urban Communitv 
• to entertain, have fun, excitement 
• to act as a redoubt from the stress of 
urban living 
• to introduce a historical, cultural, educational 
and recreational complex to the public 
• to create new urban focus, landmark in West 
Point 
Academic 
• to revitalise the history of war with 
an education theme of learning about war 
• to pique the curiousity and desire of 
this generation to learn more about the 
truth 
• to assist learning and research work in war 
history of Hong Kong 
Architectural 
• the architecture is intended to be an 
active institution, dedicated to 
research, teaching and the performing 
arts, as well as contemplation and 
commemoration 
• to be a successful mutual arrangement of 
the two contradictory activities 
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009 ISSUES & GOALS 
009.1 IMAGE 
009.2 VIEW 
GOAL: The development should present a 
distinct image in the nature profile. 
PR: The development should engage an 
expressive form in order to make itself a 
recognizable landmark to attract public and 
tourists attractions. 
PR: While respecting the existing landscape, 
the development should somehow contrast 
itself from the natural site setting in 
terms of appearance and spatial arrangement. 
PR: Contrary to the traditional solemn 
perception of warfare, the development should 
present a welcoming and lively image so as 
to attract visitors to explore. 
PR: Located at the outskirt of the cityscape, 
the new development should act as a harmonic 
extension of the urban context in terms of 
scale and circulation while maintaining its 
own sense of place. 
GOAL: Being a kind of recreational facilities, 
the development should allow pleasing view to 
the surrounding natural environment in order to 
create a relaxing atmosphere. 
PR: Massing of the development should break 
down into different elements so as to maximize 
surface area for viewing-out. 
PR: Except for the spaces where specific 
moods have to be created, the development 
should take a well-balanced application of 
solid walls and transparent surfaces for 
capturing panoramic view. 
GOAL: To facilitate transprogramming of the 
development, it should allow inter-penetration 
of view within the whole complex or different 
elements in order to enhance the awareness of 
different activities of the development. 
PR: All the public-use areas should have 
visual access to each other. 
PR: Visitors of the development should have 
a sense of being and interest by what they 





GOAL: The development should promote a 
strong sense of place and interweave with the 
neighboring urban fabric. 
PR: There should be a more accessible linkage 
between the development and the residential 
areas among the mountain base. Such path 
should not only be a "short-cut" but also a 
kind of architectural interest which can be 
enjoyed along the way. 
GOAL: The development should enhance the 
existing natural environment and reinforce the 
communal sense of the whole district area. 
PR: The natural green belt area should be 
utilized by the general public in multiple 
ways. 
PR: Public spaces wi thin the si te should be 
easily shared by the whole community for 
more social interactions. 
GOAL: The development should provide 
passive measures to promote energy 
conservation and increase the energy 
efficiency. 
PR: Due to its site location, the development 
design should reduce the energy consumption 
by making use of natural ventilation as well 
as potential wind and solar energies which 
can be possibly obtained at the site. 
PR: The development should take advantage of 
the natural landscape and different kinds of 
vegetation to create pleasant micro-climate. 
GOAL: Due to juxtaposition of the old and 
new structures among the site, the development 
should not act as either a depository of the past 
or a typical recreational facility but combining 
and presenting the characters of both of them. 
PR: Methodology of bring visitors travelling 
the whole development should be critical in 
order to let them experience the retrospect 
and prospect of a kind of event 
simulantenously and comfortably. 
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009.6 ACCESSIBILITY GOAL: The development should provide a 
close proximity to the stream of urban flow. 
PR: The development should provide sufficient 
access points from the downhill street level. 
GOAL: To encourage patronage, the museum 
complex should be easily accessible to both 
visitors and local residents, however it is located 
at the outskirt of the urban fabric. Another access 
may have to be provided. 
PR:Accessibility to the proposed site by 
sea route should be further explored for 
animating the programs of the development. 
PR: Sequences of access to the site ( ei ther 
form downhill to uphill or vice versa ) 
should be further studied and incorporated 
to the future design for providing a reasonable 
circulation within the development. 
PR: Vehicular circulation of the development 
should be clearly defined and well seperated 
from the pedestrain flow. 
GOAL: The development should promote a 
sensible and exciting inter-relationship between 
the components of different accommodation. 
PR: Circulation system of the development 
should be self-explanatory and in sequence 
for first time visitors and should provide 
for its users a clear sense of orientation. 
PR: Circulation system of the development 
should be very efficient and handle discharge 
of large crowds with ease and safety. 
PR: Circulation system of the development 
should be as fluent as possible and well 
connected to different parts of the 
development by shared comunal spaces or 
corridors in order to bring the visitors 
form one kind of space to another fluently. 
PR: Due to the sloped site setting, more 
attention should be paid for providing 
appropriate access for the handicapped and 
those with minor mobility difficulties. 
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009.7 LANDSCAPING 
009.8 MOOD/AMBIENCE 
GOAL: The development should take 
advantage of the existing landscape so as to 
explore different spatial sequences among the 
site while enhancing positive contribution to the 
natural environment. 
PR: As the existing batteries have been well 
integrated with the site landscape, the 
development should take a good reference of 
them in order to develop different elements 
along the sloped site for sequences of spatial 
experiences. 
PR: Visual penetration to the site environment 
should be enhanced by applying appropriate 
amount tranparency of the development. 
PR: The development should minimize its 
disturbance to the existing landscape. 
PR: The development should engage the natural 
site setting in a creative and innovative 
ways so as to explore the spatial potential 
of a sloped site. 
PR: Instead of making a massive bulk on the 
summit of the site, the development should 
distribute among the site and make use of 
the dramatic level change of the site for 
providing varies experiences. 
GOAL: The development should be able to 
introduce varies atmospheres which can 
stimulate the visitor imagination at different 
spatial arrangements. 
PR: The development should be equiped wi th 
sufficient facilities so as to introduce 
appropriate lighting and audio & visual 
effects for different spaces where specific 
spa tial atmosphere should be achieved. 
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010 SCHEDULE OF ACCOMMODATION 
Activities Accommodation Area Remark 
(sQ.m) 
Public Facilities ' 
Reception, orientation Entrance Hall 600 
information & ticketing Information counter 40 
Ticketing office 40 
Cloakroom 40 
Sale of Souvenirs Book Center/Gift Shop 100 with storage 
Visitors Catering Cyber Cafe 300 60 seats 
Services/Refreshment Canteen 1000 provided with 
Kitchen 300 computer 
workstations 
Cleansing, Washing Washrooms 100 
Museological Exhibitions . 
Permanent Theme Exhibition Introductory Hall 600 indoor or 
China Pavilion 1200 outdoor 
Hong Kong Pavilion 1800 
Future Pavilion 1200 
Temporary Exhibition Temporary Exhibition Space 600 
Interactive and Interpretive Game Center 300 
Audio-visual Games 
Weapon, artworks displays Galleries 600 
Exhibit Storage Storage Rooms 400 
Didactic Activities 
Public Assembly & Invitation Multi-Purpose Auditorium 600 250 seats 
International forum for Seminar Rooms 70x3 
global affairs 
Survivor testimonies 
Social programs for 
community 
Pedagogic classes Classrooms 40x6 maximum 
Production, presentation of class size=25 
projects Workshops 100x3 
Film Shows Mini-CinemalTheater 400 100 seats 
AV Material Displays with stage for 
Drama and Concerts performance 
Clubs, societies activities Club/Society Activity Rooms 50x4 
Research & Study Reference library 600 includes 
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Administration 
Museum Management General Office 200 
Curator's Office 50 
Internal Meeting Conference Room 100 
Processing of video, Photo and Dark Room 20 
film/slides 
Printing of News Release, Printing Room 30 
brochures 
Material Preparation Staff library 100 
for lectures 
Security Control Security Control Station 100 
Domestic Use Quarter for Curator 100 
Quarters for Security Guards 60x3 
Staff Pantry 30 
Commemoration - . 
Commemoration and 
contemplation ceremony for 
the dead 
Occasional Memorial Events 
7-7 Incident, 9-18 Incident 
Sino-Japanese War Victory 
Day 










Sitting,strolling and chatting 
Activities around the site 









Tourist Information Corner for 
the HK Trail/other Battlefields 
Barbecue Site 
Multi-Purpose Gymnasium 





























Hostel for Accommodation 
Group Module wl 8 Beds 
Family Module wl 4 Beds 
Couple Module wl 2 Beds 




Bathrooms wl toilets: 
Male + Female + Disabled 
Laundary 
Storage 
Staff & Public Parking 
Loading & Unloading Loading/Unloading Bay 
For lorry, Trash Collection 
Loading of Visitorsl Pier for Coach-Boats 
Travelling to other waterfront 
battlefields by boats 














Servicel Reservoir for fire 3800 
services system & flush water (total) 
Water Tank 










~ , (:: , -
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011 DESIGN PHILOSOPHY 
Photo montage illustrating the possible picture of the 
transprogrammitJg concept. 
MARRIAGE Of MEMORIAL AND 
ENTERTAINMENT 
As stipulated at 003.1, while the elderly 
treat the battlefields as monuments of 
wartime history, the youngsters, on the 
contrary, make use of such wartime sites as 
an instrument for playing wargames. Such 
deviation of perception on the same topic 
can indeed provide an opportuni ty to 
investigate their co-existence. 
Hence, the main objective for the development 
is to provide an environment which would 
accommoda te the marriage of memorial and 
entertainment at the same battlefield si te. 
Therefore, the proposed building should 
serve as monument and instrument 
simultaneously. While the development would 
engage an expressive form in order to make 
itself already a recognizable monument, it 
would also combine with the existing wartime 
batteries to be a re-interpreted battlefield 
for wargaming. 
BUILDING AS MONUMENT ..... . 
BUILDING AS INSTRUMENT 
( 
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Scenario -Telling for War Event 
IntegraUon with the Landscape 
Series of scenarios during the Japanese 
invasion would be re-configured so as to 
let the visitors re-experience the history. 
Archi tectural spaces as well as certain 
theme zones are to be generated to physically 
and psychologically enhance the mood for such 
re-interpretations. 
Sequence of events happened during 
wartime were listed out for further 
translation into assigned theme spaces. 
To enhance the feasibility of the transprogram 
as assigned by the development, different 
si ting methods of the design would be studied 
in order to fulfill such contradictory 
functions. The newly introduced buildings 
would maintain the atmosphere of a 
battlefield by integration with the 
existing landscape. Meanwhile, a 
clear and remarkable profile of the 
complex would be created which would 
make a significant contrast with the 
landscape in order to draw the 
public's attention. 
Sketches illustrating the possible siting option for 
the design. Site section was also drawn in order to 
study the overall profile of the development. 
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012 SITE STRATEGY 
SITE FEATURES The existing five 9.2 inch gun emplacements 
act as important features among the 
battlefield. Besides they are 
architecturally attractive, their different 
level of locations among the mountain also 
create a possible sequence which could be 
integrated with the new development. 
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POSSIBLE CONFRONTING ROUTE 
FOR BOTH USERS 
War is basically a kind of attack-and-defence 
activity. One kind of exci tement occurs when 
two groups of people meeting each other 
accidentally. So to let both the museum 
visitors and the wargamers really feel that 
they are re-participating the war event, 
they would begin their journeys from two 
different ends of the hill - ei ther the 
Victoria Road at the downhill or the 
abandoned Western Fire Command Headquarters 
at the summit. Therefore the two users would 
somehow meet each other somewhere at the 
hillside during the midway of their 
individual journey and consequent interaction 
would hence be probably created between 
them. 
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SITE CIRCULATION 
SITE ZONING METHODOLOGY -
VERTICAL VS HORIZONTAL 
ZONING 
since the Mount Davis Path is currently the 
only obvious vehicular and pedestrian route 
leading from downhill to hill top, the 
proposed development would take the path 
as one of the main references for building 
setting out so as to solve the accessibility 
as well as fire escape issues among such 
hilly site. 
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Instead of zoning different functional 
activities among the site on the map 
hori zontally, vertical zoning would be applied 
which would introduce several layers of 
programs among the battlefield. 
Museum + Existing Landscape + Wargame ? 
By mapping of layers of the two programs -
museum visi ting and wargaming together wi th 
the existing site pattern, it would maintain 
the transprogram of such development while 
enhancing the interaction between the two 
contradictory acti vi ties anywhere within 
the boundary of the proposed development. 
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013 DESIGN DEVELOPMENT 
Site plan of the first schematic design - it indeed acts as a zoning diagram presenting how to Ildigest" 
the site as well as functional relationships between different parties. 
A 1:5000 site model built to study the 
site context as well as impact of the 
preliminary scheme to the urbanscape. 
STAGE 1 
Due to the undefined si te extent of the 
existing battlefield, emphasis was placed 
to 'digest' the site by investigating possible 
zoning of different programs of the 
development among the mountain. It was 
expected that such exercise would give a 
better control of site planning in future 
stages. 
Onl y two-dimensional zoning methodology wa s 
applied at this stage so that the memorial 
zone and the wargaming zone were obviously 
departed from each other. The main planning 
strategy was that the development would 
basically cover the whole mountain from 
the waterfront and the Jubilee Battery 
through the five gun emplacements and end 
up at the summdt where located the Western 
Fire Command. 
So a pier was introduced at the waterfront 
to act as an alternative way of entrance to 
the development. It could also serve for 
the visitors to travel among other 
battlefields which were situated alongside 
the waterfront of the Hong Kong Island due 
to the coastal defence reason. 
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One of the presentation boards for the review explaining the main design philosophies of the 
development. Several perspective sketches were also drawn so as to convey a better understanding 
of the project program. 
Main entrance zone for both pedestrian and 
vehicular access would be placed nearby 
the juxtaposition of the victoria Road and 
the Mount Davis Path. A commemoration plaza 
was proposed to be located at the hillside 
which was also a midway node of the route 
going uphill. Wargaming zone was basically 
located at the summi t which parti all y 
overlapped wi th the didactic zone nearby 
the wall features attaching the five gun 
emplacements. 
Hostelling zone was kept the same as the 
existing with only the form of individual 
hostel being modified. 
Since no obvious site axis can be set out 
for such hilly si te, several geometric forms 
were tried to put on the site in order to 
investigate their impacts on the existing 
site pattern. 
Several preliminary sketches were also 
presented to demonstrate the possible 
integration of the new technology to the old 
features as well as the possible building 
relationships with the slope. 
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STAGE 2 
Programs of the proposed development were 
then further interpreted as two main 
formats: 
1) Point and Line rel ationship 
Museum visiting was a kind of STATIC 
activity from one point to another 
within a defined route ( line) . 
2} Plate 
Wargaming was a k i nd of DYNAMIC acti vi ty 
scattered among a defined area randomly. 
A conceptual model was then set up in order 
to study the inter-relationship of these two 
formats of activities. A surface was used 
to represent the existing landscape on which 
wargaming and battlefield visi ting can both 
be executed. A metallic wire was used to 
represent the defined route assigned by 
the museum part. The wire penetrated through 
the plate in an up-and-down pattern. The area 
where these two elements met together was 
then treated as the interaction zone to 
accommodate the possible co-existence of 
the two contradictory activities. 
Sketches and the corresponding conceptual 
model demostrating the inter-relationship 
between the static and dynamic activities. 
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Schematic site section illustrating the zoning strategy for the whole development 
in relationship with the newly-introduced building mass. 
A 1:1000 sketch model studying 
the functional mapping of 
monument and instrument 
three-dimensionally. 
The preliminary concept to translate the 
aforesaid functional relationships was quite 
lateral - a red sticky building was made which 
penetrated through the mountain from the 
sea si de tot h e s umm it. The id ea 0 f 
introducing red color was to make the 
building act as a highly-recognizable monument 
when viewed from the distinct urban area. 
This red body ran in a linear way on plan 
among the whole battlefield of which the 
direction was the common vector of line of defence 
of the five gun emplacements at the site. 
While lower tip of the red body acted as the 
pier, the upper tip was inserted and 
cantilevered above the summit in order to 
point to the cityscape. This was done to 
create a linkage between the retrospect 
( history ), present ( the prosperity of 
Hong Kong ) and even the prospect ( our 
mission and thoughts of global peace ). It 
also acted as a landmark to attract the public 
to visit such suburban site. 
A linkage between the retrospect, present and prospect ..... . 
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Sketches exploring the possible devices 
for climbing the mountain. Both cable car 
system as well as underground escalator 






Basically the zoning method was similar to 
the last option, but maj ori ty of museum 
functions was placed within the red body so 
that a route was well defined for visitors 
travelling along the whole development. 
Wargaming acti vi ty was then assigned to 
execute nearby the five gun emplacements. 
To .reduce the massive impact of the building, 
a transitional zone was introduced which divided 
the whole development into two parts. Cable 
car system was proposed to connect those two 
parts as well as acting as a sight-seeing 
device when climbing along the hill. Both 
the physical and functional relationship 
between the building wi th the existing 
batteries was still developing. 
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Presentation panel and sketches illustrating the design 
feasibility of space underneath the gun emplacement. Several 
possible devices were also proposed to re-dsicover the heritage 
of the batteries. 
What will be the heart of the site? 
The gun emplacements themselves? ..... . 
STAGE 3 
It was realized at this stage that the 
existing five gun emplacements together with 
the existing path should be treated as the 
heart of the design as they had already 
represented the main character of such 
battlefield site. Hence focus were placed 
to study the development potential of the batteries. 
All the batteries were then measured on site 
and transformed into five 1: 100 models 
illustrating their forms and articulations 
in details. Afterwards, space underneath the 
battery was studied and developed in order 
to test its design feasibility. 
A 1:100 sectional model was made so as to explore 
the possible spatial quality underneath the gun 
emplacement. Affected by the strong circular shape 
of the existing battery, similar geometry was 
employed to design the basic layout. 
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certain design principles of military architecture 
were started to employ for the building 
concept such as minimum opening vs maximum 
visibility; natural lighting introduction 
to the interior; and the massive and angular 
articulation of building envelope. Several 
possible hi-tech devices such as the elevated 
plafform at the centre of the battery were 
proposed so as to connect the retrospect and 
prospect of the same feature at the same 
time. However, connection between those 
batteries, either physical or visual, was 
still being studied. 
Study model testing the spatial quality 
created by the insertion of wall features 
along the existing path. 
A study model was also made to investigate 
how to redefine the existing path by inserting 
series of inclined wall features alongside it. 
Such walls were mainly devoted to wargamers 
as instrument to play with when they passed 
by the path. However, how to keep the vehicular 
access at the same time with the addition of 
such devices was still being investigated. 
Series of sketches were drawn in order to study both 
the physical and visual relationship among the five 
gun emplacements at the battlefield. 
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STAGE 4 
Another site visit was made to really study 
the architectural language of the existing 
military features at the battlefield. Concrete 
and volumetric massing together wi th the 
angular articulation of building surfaces 
became the main references in order to 
generate the final building strategies. 
Surfaces, angles, articulations, walls, concrete ..... . 
Instead of introducing new structure 
directly underneath the existing batteries, 
several trailside and pavilion-like museums were 
built to attach them. this was done to create 
a new dialogue as well as a more integrated 
relationship with the existing site features. 
Several axes were also set out by tracing 
the lines of defence of several gun 
emplacements. They gave the proposed buildings 
a basic reference for their orientations. 
Site layout for the whole development was basically drawn at this stage. Location, orientation 
and even the form of different building masses were generally fixed. Different from Stage 2, a 
more integrated relationship .between the new and old strructures was created at this time. 
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The overall site planning was more or less 
fixed, and its arrangement framework was 
based on series of scenario illustrating the 
sequence of a war event to the visitors. 
started with the pier at the waterfront and 
the nearby Jubilee Battery, the EntranceBlock 
was to be located at the juxtaposition of 
the victoria Road and the Mount Davis Road. 
~ ~ "" the seaside acting as :~e?t:?ernative access to the 
development. A cafe was 
designed to locate nearby the 
pier for visitors enjoying nice 
view among the harbor. 
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'~ctoria Road and the 
"'ount Davis Road. Same 
e'ntrance for both users 
but different route of 
internal circulation. 
Connected by series o f underground escalators 
symbo lizing the wartime air-raid tunnels, 
museum v isito rs were bro ught t o the Pavilion I 
in which the theme o f Attack & Defence would 
be intro duced. 
,~ __ +-_____ .~~~ M~~~~/ 
~~~// 
,/" </f 
r~~;;;------ -'" 1" ,.., --+ 
~~= ='~ - ~'a\(!tion I attached with the first gun 
~.. empY~t!lH~e battlefield. Elevated . / ' platform was introduced to let visitors 
. / - appreciate such valuable site feature. 
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Pavilion 11, Didactic Block and the Hostelling 
Zone among the summit of the site. Different 
connections were made between the design with 
the existing batteries. 
Then it came to the Pavilion 1/ where Life under 
Invasion would become the main theme. 
Afterwards visitors would reach the Didactic 
Block which accommodate workshops, reference 
library as well as a multi-purposed 
audi tori urn. Hostelling zone was connected to 
this block for overnight stay. 
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Future Pavilion, Memorial Plaza 
together with the Wargaming Field at 
the very end of the journey. A Rifle 
range was also introduced to provide 
Usound effect" for museum visitors 
when they were memorizing the war. 
Finally a Future Pavilion was built at the swnmi t 
which would point to the sky and act as 
skycourt for sight-seeing among the victoria 
Harbour. A Memorial Plaza together with a 
Military Training Field were placed nearby 
acting as destination of the whole j ourney 
among the battlefield. 
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To make a difference from the conventional 
museum, several perceptional zones were proposed 
to give a more unique identi ty for the 
development. Hi-tech elevated platform together 
wi th several viewing platforms would be 
employed to introduce more new perspectives 
as well as visual experiences towards the 
gun emplacements. 
Perception ...... Reaction ..... . 
l e t e ? nsplra Ion .... 
Schematic sketches illustrating the basic 
spatial quality of series of perceptional spaces 
assigned alongside the journey_ 
FINAL DES 
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014 FINAL DESIGN 
014 . 1 SITE ZONING & SETTING OUT 
Final site plan for the whole development. 
SITE ZONING 
The whole devel opment composes o f basically 
eight different zonings: 
l ) Pier and t he Jubilee Ba tte ry, 
2 ) En tran ce Block, 
3 ) Pav ilion I - The me : At t a ck & Defence, 
4) Pav ilion II - The me: Life unde r Invasion 
5 ) Didactic Block, 
6) Hostels , 
7) Futu re Pav ilion and 
8)Wargaming Field . 
All of their locati ons were similar t o those 
in stage four with only few alternati o ns 
being made. 
SITE SETTING OUT 
As the e x isting battlefield was basically 
an undeveloped natural landscape, setting 
out of different building masses were quite 
free. To make the buildings better integrated 
with the e x isting t o p o graph y while 
maintaining a cl o se relati onship with the 
site features, orientation o f th o se 
buildings located at the lower part o f the 
hill were assigned to foll ow the contoursas 
well as the direction of the existing path. Lines of 
defence o f several batteries were also taken 
as the setting o ut lines marking the 
directi o ns o f v iewing platforms. 
1:1000 final site model presenting the overall 
site strategy three-dimensionally. 
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To express a remarkable image to the public, 
buildings at the upper part of the hill, 
especially the Future Pavilion at the summi t, 
were intentionally arranged so as to create 
a contradictory relationship wi th the existing 
landscape. Direction of the Future Pavilion 
was set vertically pointing to the sky while 
horizontally to the cityscape. 
014.2 BUILDING CONCEPT - ~PING OF CONTRADICTORY PROGRAMS 
Perspective illustration of the 
Pavilion I showing the possible 
scene for co-existence of the two 
assigned programs. 
Language of military architecture was employed 
to generate the final form of each building 
mass. Angular articulation of surface together 
wi th minimum openings became a main character 
of the building design. 
To enhance the feasibility of transprogramming 
as stipulated at the very first stages, the 
external surface of each building would already 
act as the instrument for playing wargames. 
Meanwhile the interior spaces under the roof 
of each building would devote for museum 
visiting. Therefore the two contradictory 
could then co-exist at the same place 
simul taneously while the building itself 
already acted as an interaction zone between 
them. 
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014.3 MUSEUM SEQUENCE - SCENARIO-TELLING ADVENTURE 
Series of story boards for 
the journey were drawn 
which were then further 
translated into different 
architectural spaces. 
Different from the conventional museums with 
flexible free circulation and exhibi tion 
areas, the proposed museum part is designed 
wi th predefined sequence of scenarios in order 
to construct the whole story of a war event. 
Hence the museum would become a series of 
path and nodes with different themes conveying 
different messages. 
Along the sequence would be the spaces with 
changing form, lighting quality, view, as 
well as the degree of interaction with the 
wargamers. The museum journey would start 
with the period of being attacked before a 
war really start, through the life under 
invasion and then memorize the victims as 
well as transmi tting peace message in future 
eventually. 
PIER AND THE JUBilEE BAnERY 
The pier was located aside the waterfront 
of the West Lamrna Channel, serving as another 
possible access to the proposed development. 
After departed from the boats, visi tors 
could then take the existing footpath up to 
the Victoria Road. This footpath would come 
across the Jubilee Battery which would be 
the first battlefield the visitors met. On 
the way, visitors would see several ruins of 
destroyed gun emplacements. Alongside the 
Victoria Road there would be a carpark serving 
for the whole development. Then visitors 
could take a subway passing across the 
Victoria Road to the underground floor of 
the Entrance Block. 





Final plans of the Entrance Block. 
- ... . ~ . 
ENTRANCE BLOCK 
Beside the visitors could reach the site 
from sea, maj ori ty of the publ ic would 
approach the site on foot or by vehicles. 
An elongated ramp was built to orient the 
visitors going to the main entrance of the 
Entrance Block. A tank would be displayed at 
the ramp, acting as an open exhibit to transmit 
the first-hand atmosphere of war event to 
people when walking along the entrance ramp. 
The wargamers would also made use of the 
same entrance to enter the complex. After 
buying tickets at the counter, both users 
would enter the briefing auditorium where both 
users would probably have their briefings 
before continuing their museum journey or 
wargaming activities. 
Now they meet each other, although 
with different intentions initially ...... 
After briefing, museum visitors would go up 
along the auditorium to the second floor 
while the wargamers would go down at the 
other direction to the dressing rooms for 
cloth-changing. Then they would take their 
\\ armies" from the equipment room and wai t at 
the small lobby. Several military vehicles 
would be parked at the drop-off area directly 
outside the exit of waiting lobby in order 
to bring the wargamers uphill to their 
wargaming fields among the site. 
3 
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Perspective illustration showing 
how the people approach the whole 
development from the Entrance 
Block. Open exhibits were set in 
order to attract visitors' attention. 
TRANSITIONAL PLATfORM 
To breakdown the length o f the underground 
escalator when climbing uphill, two viewing 
platforms were intro duced which si tuated 
al o ngside the e x isting path and a c ted as 
the midway stati o ns. Al tho ugh it was 
intended t o minimize the lighting intensity 
penetrating t o the underground escalato r 
in order t o enhance the atmosphere o f an 
air-raid tunnel, such platfo rms indeed 
provided a transition from indoor to outdoor 
so that the v isitors c ould have chance t o 
c ontact with the natural landscape. 
Transition from indoor to outdoor ...... 
Transition from past to future ..... . 
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Final layout of the Pavilion I. 
PAVILION I 
THEME: AnACK & DEFENCE 
Visi tors could approach the Pavilion I by either 
walking along the ramp beside the existing 
path or taking the underground escalator 
which was connected to the transi tional 
platforms. A theme of "Attack & Defence" was 
employed for this building and hence the 
first perceptional zone of "Attack" was designed 
to convey such message. 
The game of war: attack and defence 
The zone was basically a series of ramps 
wi th some metallic bars penetrating across the 
spaces randomly. Such bars acted as the 
obstacles to partially block the passage 
of visitors across the zone. It symbolized 
in certain extent the scenario when people 
escaped the attack under the wartime air-
raid. 
5 
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Pencil hatching presenting the interior spatial 
quality of the first perception zone: Attack. 
Going through the perceptional zone, there 
would be a gallery accommodating some 
informative displays in order to further 
explain the attack and defence matters in 
Hong Kong during wartime. On the second 
floor of the gallery, a corridor was 
designed which would lead the visi tors 
taking an elevated platform to visi t the first 
gun emplacement of the battlefield. 
When the platform was elevated at 
certain height, visitors could watch 
the wargamers playing on the outer 
surfaces of the building. Safety was 
hence maintained due to the difference 
of levels between the two users. 
A viewing platform was also buil t lower 
than the gun emplacement which would 
connect the circulation to the second 
pavilion by a flying bridge together wi th 
another underground escalator. 
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Final layout of the Pavilion 11. 
PAVILION 11 
THEME : LIFE UNDER INVASION 
Similar to the approach method of Pavilion 
I, visitors could reach the Pavilion 11 by either 
taking the access ramp extended form the 
existing path or the underground escalator 
connected from Pavilion I at the lower level. 
A theme of "Life under Invasion" was assigned 
for this building and hence the second 
perceptional zone of "Compression" was designed 
in order to convey feeling of people under 
the invasion. Series of inclined walls were 
built and intentionally arranged so that 
only narrow spaces were left in-between them. 
When the visitors passed through this area, 
a kind of psychological impact of being compressed 
was achieved by such spatial treatment. This 
was done to symbolize the atmosphere of 
uncomfortable living of people during wartime 
in Hong Kong. These walls would also penetrate 
the roof and might act as a kind of instrument 
for wargaming. 
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Pencil hatching presenting the interior spatial 
quality of the second perception zone: 
Compression 
. I 
Passed through the second perceptional zone, 
it came to a ramp leading down to the second 
gallery where a virtual environment of 
concentration camp during wartime in Hong Kong 
would be designed. A high wall of wire mesh 
was built alongside the ramp in order to 
separate such \\ free" zone with the \\ restricted" 
zone within the camp. The same ramp would be 
used to guide the visitors to the second 
level of the gallery. 
After completing the visit to the 
concentration camp, another ramp was 
introduced which would lead the visitors 
already to the second gun emplacement. 
A flyover viewing platform e x tended from 
the ramp was made so as to let the 
visitors appreciate the battery from 
another perspective. Another viewing 
platform was built lower than the gun 
emplacement which would connect an 
underground escalator leading t o the 
Didactic Block. 
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Final layout of the Didactic Block and Future Pavilion. 
DIDACTIC BLOCK 
Connected by the underground escalator, 
visi tors could then reach the Didactic Block 
which was the largest building of the whole 
development. Nearby the entrance it came to 
the activity rooms together wi th several 
workshops provided for didactic and social 
functions to students as well as society 
members (organizations for commemoration/ 
research, wargaming clubs, etc.). 
Learn from history in the past, learn from features of the existing 
site, learn from people's thoughts towards future ..... . 
A bridge was connected at the end of corridor 
leading to another underground route. It 
would end up at the magazine underneath the 
third gun emplacement. Visitors could also 
reach either the fourth gun emplacement or 
the hostel at the si te when leaving the 
magazine. 
Beside the didactic zone, an extremely long 
ramp was designed acting as the main 
circulation route throughout the building. 
Thi s ramp was named as "Ramp of Military 
Banknotes" and assigned as Memorial Route I 
for visitors to be prepared for the mood of 
war memorial. Irregular pattern of light 
slots were introduced on the roof in order 
to transmit special lighting quality among 
the ramp. Plenty of disused Japanese 
mili tary banknotes issued during wartime 
in Hong Kong would cover the whole floor of 
the ramp with transparent glass panels placed 
on top. 
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Pencil hatching presenting the interior spatial 
quality of the Ramp of Military Banknotes. 




It was designed in order to act as a display 
during the journey of walking along the 
ramp. It also conveyed an impressive message 
to visitors at the same moment. 
At the midway of the ramp it came to the 
entrance of the reference library. visi tors as 
well as students could find valuable 
documents recording the information of local 
and global wartime history for their own 
interests. Visual & audio equipment would 
be provided at private room for video 
watching. 
At the end of the Memorial Route If there 
would be another ramp connected which lead 
to another wing of the block. A multi-
purpose auditorium was located where 
public assembly could take place. 
Large glazing facade was designed at 
the corner space in order to catch 
the cheerful view among the mountain. 
Adminstrative zone would be placed next 
to the auditorium accommodating museum 
officers as well as staff of wargaming 
clubs. 
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At the midway of the ramp Memorial Routellwas 
designed which was directly located 
underneath the fifth and also the last gun 
emplacement. Series of lightwells were 
introduced which penetrated from the ground 
level deeply into the interior of the block. 
The resul t was that visi tors would walk 
along several bridges which come across the 
lightwells. Dramatic lighting effect would 
be captured during the journey which convey 
a monumental power to the visi tors, 
especially when they looked up to the sky 
through the wells. 
FUTURE PAVILION 
After experiencing he Memorial Route 11, it 
came to the Future Pavilion which was the very 
end of the whole development. A ramp was 
built at the entrance in order to connect 
the summit where the Memorial Plaza, Rifle Range 
and the Wargaming Field would be located. 
This pavilion took the form of a til ted 
building mass cantilevered across the existing 
landscape in a contrast way and pointed to 
the skyline. A balcony was attached to the 
building in order to let the visitors watch 
the wargamers training themselves at the 
summit. 
11 
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SU MMI T MEMORIAL PLAZA VS RIH ~ RANG£ 
Perspective illustration showing how the retrospect ( Memorial Plaza ), 
present ( Military Training Field) and the prospect ( Future Pavilion ). 
What would be seen behind the 
prosperity of today's world? 
Continuing to walk along the ramp, a stro ng 
natural light s ource ( the sky ) would 
guide people to a viewing skycourt at the 
tip. Visitors could stand there enj o ying 
the harbo r view. It also provided a chance 
to relate the retrospect and prospect together 
again at the end of the whole journey when 
they appreciated the prosperity of nowada ys' 
cityscape in Hong Kong or even in the wo rld. 
Peace-keeping message was hoped to be conveyed 
to public by such architectural treatment. 
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014.4 FINAL PRESENTATION PANELS 
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Final presenation at the due day, 16 April, 1999. 
External exhibition at Pacific Place, from 30 April to 2 May, 1999. 
APPENDI 
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A 01. CASE STUDY - THE HONG KONG MUSEUM OF COASTAL DEFENCE 
j 
Aerial photos showing the difference 
before and after the construction. 
Lightweight footbridge leading to 
entrance of hilltop redoubt. 
",-"< -,< 




Being one of the territory's 
former coastal defence 
points, the Lei Yue Mun 
headland will soon become a 
strategic destination for 
tourists and visitors, with 
the si te' s transformation into a military 
museum. 
The centrepiece of the museum will be the 
Lei Vue Mun Barrack, a fort constructed in 
Victorian times. Despi te heavy shelling 
during the Japanese invasion in 1941, the 
building is a well-preserved example of 
the archi tectural and engineering skills 
of the time. The proposed scheme entails 
the construction of an entrance block on 
the west side of the headland, from which 
visitors could travel via elevators to a 
lightweight footbridge permi tting access to the 
hill top redoubt, thus experiencing the 
site's rugged, steep terrain. 
The entrance will be reinstated to its 
original form: a drawbridge across the ditch 
into the courtyard. The courtyard itself 
will be transformed into an air conditioned 
atrium enclosed by a tensioned structure. 
All of the underground casemates and 
magazines in the redoubt will be preserved 
and renovated into exhibi tion galleries. 
An underground corridor will take visitors 
past these exhibits, plus the ~disappearing 
gun" emplacements and shell stores. When 
leaving the corridor, they will arrive at a 
newly created courtyard with a cafe, and a 
viewing platform will enable them to re-orient 
themselves. 
The route continues wi th an underground 
staircase to the defence di tch, before 
leading to the top of the redoubt, which 
affords panoramic views of Victoria Harbour 
and an external view of the tensioned 
structure. Visitors could choose to leave 
the museum complex either by the passenger 
lifts or by walking down the access road, 
passing by other preserved mili tary features 
along a historical trail. 
The development of the museum will not only allow the public to have a better appreciation 
of the former Lyemun Barracks in its historical context, but will also preserve the significant 
old military features to form an educational trail. 
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A 02. PRESENTATION PANELS ( 1ST & 2ND REVIEW ) 
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A 03. MINUTE OF INTERVIEW 
An interview with Mr. Ko Tim Keung, one of the authors for the book -
Ruins of War: A Guide to Hong Kong's Batt~efie~ds and Wartime Sites. 
Date: September 18, 1998 
A (iuide to 
Hong Kong';; Ilattlefields 
and \Vartilne Sites 
~ D~ 
+:;:::,~.:. 
Q: How the foreign visi tors perceiv e t h e 
battlefields in Hong Kong? Do t hey f ee l 
interested to visit them? 
A: Yes, as some of them have participated 
in warfare half a century ago, they have 
specific interests to visit different 
wartime sites around the world, including 
Hong Kong so as to trace their memories. 
Q: What are the main characteristics of t he 
battlefield on Mount Davis when comparing 
with others? 
A: The series of five gun emplacements along 
the hill slope should be the obvious 
attraction of the site. As I had mentioned 
in my book, each of them can have a wide 
angle of shooting area a very effective defense 
arrangement. 
Q: How do you feel about the attitude to 
war for this generation? 
A: They have probably NO idea about the 
war. It is obviously because of the lack of 
education and resource which is available 
for the general public. I think the 
government should do something on this 
aspect. 
Q: How is the Government attitude about the 
wartime history? 
A: The Government indeed concerns about the 
wartime history as it is a tragic part of 
our own past. During the 50th Anniversary 
of the Sino-Japanese War Victory Day, the 
Government also commenced a so-called Oral 
History Project which main intention is to 
document wha t actually happened during 
wartime by the oral transmission of the war 
survivors before they all pass by. 
Q: Do you agree if there are certain bui lding -
which can act as a station to deal with/ 
document this period of history? 
A: I agree. Every year there are always 
some organizations which cannot find an 
appropriate venue to held the exhibitions 
and gathering related to our war history ... 
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